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slade mctaggart and andrew
maclear turned to a surprising

source for help: dr. seuss himself. in
addition to the lorax, the writers -
both professors at simon fraser

university - worked with seuss on a
plan for his 400th birthday in 2010.
"i was a part of the seuss project,"

mctaggart explained, "so i was
called on to do the research and
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write about seuss's secret influences
on his work." mctaggart and maclear
conclude that one of seuss's greatest
achievements was that he managed

to be both subversive and crowd-
pleasing. "if you ever read the lorax

in that way," said maclear, "you
have to get it. in fact, maclear and
mctaggart discovered, he began

three books but was unable to finish
any of them. "when seuss was in his
mid-40s," maclear continued, "his

wife audrey died unexpectedly, and
he struggled with grief. he kind of

lost his way creatively and stopped
working for several years. in the '80s
he decided to start over by making a
new book, which he never finished.
so when he died in 1991, he had a

family of unfinished books. they get
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announced as part of his legacy, but
really his final work is a succession
of lost works." perhaps one day the

seuss properties will be
independently produced and

produced in his manner. at the very
least, we can appreciate the film the
lorax on its own terms. if the usual

rules of narrative film are ignored, it
is still the strongest, funniest, and

most heartwarming of all the movies
based on dr. seuss’s work. no one

will look back on it fondly, but if you
like seuss or even if you like dr.

seuss it’s hard not to smile.
5ec8ef588b
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